Abstract-The Apache Spark stack has enabled fast largescale data processing. Despite a rich library of statistical models and inference algorithms, it does not give domain users the ability to develop their own models. The emergence of probabilistic programming languages has showed the promise of developing sophisticated probabilistic models in a succinct and programmatic way. These frameworks have the potential of automatically generating inference algorithms for the user defined models and answering various statistical queries about the model. It is a perfect time to unite these two great directions to produce a programmable big data analysis framework. We thus propose, InferSpark, a probabilistic programming framework on top of Apache Spark. Efficient statistical inference can be easily implemented on this framework and inference process can leverage the distributed main memory processing power of Spark. This framework makes statistical inference on big data possible and speed up the penetration of probabilistic programming into the data engineering domain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical inference is an important technique to express hypothesis and reason about data in data analytical tasks. Today, many big data applications are based on statistical inference. Examples include topic modeling [4] , [19] , sentiment analysis [12] , [14] , [20] , spam filtering [17] , to name a few.
One of most critical steps of statistical inference is to construct a statistical model to formally represent the underlying statistical inference task [7] . The development of a statistical model is never trivial because a domain user may have to devise and implement many different models before finding a promising one for a specific task. Currently, most scalable machine learning libraries (e.g. MLlib [3] ) only contain standard models like support vector machine, linear regression, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [4] , etc. To carry out statistical inference on customized models with big data, the user has to implement her own models and inference codes on a distributed framework like Apache Spark and Hadoop.
Developing inference code requires extensive knowledge in both statistical inference and programming techniques in distributed frameworks. Moreover, model definitions, inference algorithms, and data processing tasks are all mixed up in the resulting code, making it hard to debug and reason about. the formulas and re-implement the inference codes, which is tedious and error-prone.
In this paper, we present InferSpark, a probabilistic programming framework on top of Spark. Probabilistic programming is an emerging paradigm that allows statistician and domain users to succinctly express a model definition within a host programming language and transfers the burden of implementing the inference algorithm from the user to the compilers and runtime systems [2] . For example, Infer.NET [15] is a probabilistic programming framework that extends C#. The user can express, say, a Bayesian network in C# and the compiler will generate code to perform inference on it. Such code could be as efficient as the implementation of the same inference algorithm carefully optimized by an experienced programmer.
So far, the emphasis of probabilistic programming has been put on the expressiveness of the languages and the development of efficient inference algorithms (e.g., variational message passing [22] , Gibbs sampling [5] , Metropolis-Hastings sampling [6] ) to handle a wider range of statistical models. The issue of scaling out these frameworks, however, has not been addressed. For example, Infer.NET only works on a single machine. When we tried to use Infer.NET to train an LDA model of 96 topics and 9040-word vocabulary on only 3% of Wikipedia articles, the actual memory requirement has already exceeded 512GB, the maximum memory of most commodity servers today. The goal of InferSpark is thus to bring probabilistic programming to Spark, a predominant distributed data analytic platform, for carrying out statistical inference at scale. The InferSpark project consists of two parts:
(a) Extending Scala to support probabilistic programming Spark is implemented in Scala due to its functional nature. The fact that both preprocessing and post-processing can be included in one Scala program substantially eases the development process. In InferSpark, we extend Scala with probabilistic programming constructs to leverage its functional features. Carrying out statistical inference with InferSpark is simple and intuitive, and implicitly enjoys the distributed computing capability brought by Spark. As an example, the LDA statistical model was implemented using 503 lines of Scala code in MLlib (excluding comments, javadocs, blank lines, and utilities of MLlib). With InferSpark, we could implement that using only 7 lines of Scala code (see Figure I ). InferSpark compiles InferSpark models into Scala classes and objects that implement the inference algorithms with a set of API. The user can call the API from their Scala programs to specify the input (observed) data and query about the model (e.g. compute the expectation of some random variables or retrieve the parameters of the posterior distributions).
Currently, InferSpark supports Bayesian network models. Bayesian network is a major branch of probabilistic graphical model and it has already covered models like naive Bayes, LDA, TSM [14] , etc. The goal of this paper is to describe the workflow, architecture, and Bayesian network implementation of InferSpark. We will support other models (e.g., Markov networks) afterwards.
To the best of our knowledge, InferSpark is the first endeavor to bring probabilistic programming into the (big) data engineering domain. Efforts like MLI [18] and SystemML [9] all aim at easing the difficulty of developing distributed machine learning techniques (e.g., stochastic gradient descent (SGD)). InferSpark aims at easing the complexity of developing custom statistical models, with statistician, data scientists, and machine learning researchers as the target users. This paper presents the following technical contributions of InferSpark so far.
(a) We present the extension of Scala's syntax that can express various sophisticated Bayesian network models with ease. (b) We present the details of compiling and executing an InferSpark program on Spark. That includes the mechanism of automatic generating efficient inference codes that include checkpointing (to avoid long lineage), proper timing of caching and anti-caching (to improve efficiency under memory constraint). (c) We present an empirical study that shows InferSpark can enable statistical inference on both customized and standard models at scale.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an overview of InferSpark. Section III gives the implementation details of InferSpark. Section IV presents an evaluation study of the current version of InferSpark. Section V discusses related work and Section VI contains our concluding remarks. We assume readers are familiar with statistical inference and, in particular, Bayesian inference using Variational Message Passing (VMP). Otherwise, we refer readers to our long paper [23] to get the background.
II. INFERSPARK OVERVIEW
The overall architecture of InferSpark is shown in Figure 2 . An InferSpark program is a mix of Bayesian network model definition and normal user code. The Bayesian network construction module separates the model part out, and transforms it into a Bayesian network template. This template is then instantiated with parameters and meta data from the input data at runtime by the code generation module, which produces the VMP inference code and message passing graph. These are then executed on the GraphX distributed engine to produce the final posterior distribution. Next, we describe the three key modules in more details with the example of a classic two-coin model (Figure 3) . Figure 4 shows the definition of the two-coin model in InferSpark. The definition starts with "@Model" annotation. The rest is similar to a class definition in scala. The model parameters ("alpha" and "beta") are constants to the model. In the model body, only a sequence of value definitions are allowed, each defining a random variable instead of a normal deterministic variable. The use of "val" instead of "var" in the syntax implies the conditional dependencies between random variables are fixed once defined. For example, line 2 defines the random variable π having a symmetric Beta prior Beta(α, α).
A. Running Example
InferSpark model uses "Range" class in Scala to represent plates. Line 3 defines a plate of size 2 with the probabilities of seeing head in the two coins. The "?" is a special type of "Range" representing a plate of unknown size at the time of model definition. In this case, the exact size of the plate will be provided or inferred from observed variables at run time. When a random variable is defined by mapping from a plate of other random variables, the new random variable is in the same plate as the others. For example, line 5 defines the outcomes x as the mapping from z to Categorical mixtures, therefore x will be in the same plate as z. Since the size of the plate surrounding x and z is unknown, we need to specify the size at run time. We can either explicitly set the length of the "?" or let InferSpark set that based on the number of observed outcomes x (line 11).
At the first glance, "?" seems redundant since it can be replaced by a model parameter N denoting the size of the plate. However, "?" becomes more useful when there are nested plates. In the two-coin model, suppose after we choose one coin, we toss it multiple times. Figure 5 shows this scenario. Then the outcomes x are in two nested plates where the inner plate is repeated M times, and each instance may have a different size N i . Using the "?" syntax for the inner plate, we simply change line 5 to
B. Bayesian Network Construction
An input InferSpark program is first parsed and separated into two parts: the model definition ("@Model class TwoCoins" in Figure 4 ) and the ordinary scala program Figure 4 ). The model definition is analyzed and transformed into valid scala classes that define a Bayesian network constructed from the model definition (e.g., Figure  6 ) and the inference/query API. Note the Bayesian network constructed at this stage is only a template (different than Figure 3 ) because some of the information is not available until run time (e.g., the outcomes x, the number of coin flippings and the model parameters α and β).
C. Metadata Collection
Metadata such as the observed values and the plate sizes missing from the Bayesian networks are collected at runtime. In the two-coin model, an instance of the model is created via the constructor invocation (e.g. "val m = new TwoCoin(1.0, 1.0)" on line 10 of Figure 4 ). The constructor call provides the missing constants in the prior distributions of π and ϕ. For each random variable defined in the model definition, there is an interface field with the same name in the constructed object. Observed values are provided to InferSpark by calling the "observe" (line 11 of Figure 4 ) API on the field. There, the user provides an RDD of observed outcomes "xdata" to InferSpark by calling "m.x.observe(xdata)". The observe API also triggers the calculation of unknown plate sizes. In this case, the size of plate surrounding z and x is automatically calculated by counting the number of elements in the RDD.
D. Code Generation
When the user calls "infer" API (line 12 of Figure 4 ) on the model instance, InferSpark checks whether all the missing metadata are collected. If so, it proceeds to annotate the Bayesian network with messages used in VMP, resulting in Figure 7 . The expressions that calculate the messages (e.g., E Qπ [ln π]) depend on not only the structure of the Bayesian network and whether the vertices are observed or not, but
Bayesian Network with Messages for Two-coin Model also practical consideration of efficiency and constraints on GraphX.
To convert the Bayesian network to a message passing graph on GraphX, InferSpark needs to construct a VertexRDD and an EdgeRDD. This step generates the MPG construction code specific to the data. Figure 8 shows the MPG construction code generated for the two-coin model. The vertices are constructed by the union of three RDD's, one of which from the data and the others from parallelized collections (lines 8 and line 9 in Figure 8 ). The edges are built from the data only.
val v2 = sc.parallelize(0 until 2).map{ / * initialize phi * / } 8 val v3 = sc.parallelize(0 until 1).map{ / * initialize pi * / } 9 val e1 = Categorical$13$observedValue.mapParititons{ 10 / * initialize edges * / 11 } 12
Graph(v1 ++ v2 ++ v3, e1).partitionBy(new TwoCoinsPS()) 13 }
Fig. 8. Generated MPG Construction Code
In addition to generating code to build the large message passing graph, the codegen module also generates code for VMP iterative inference. InferSpark, which distributes the computation, needs to create a schedule of parallel updates that is equivalent to the original VMP algorithm, which only updates one vertex in each iteration. Different instances of the same random variables can be updated at the same time. An example update schedule for the two-coins model is (π and ϕ) → x → z → x. VMP inference code that enforces the update schedule is then generated. The inference results can be queried through the "getResult" API on fields in the model instance that retrieves a VertexRDD of approximate marginal posterior distribution of the corresponding random variable. For example, in Line 13 of Figure 4 , "m.phi.getResult()" returns a VertexRDD of two Dirichlet distributions. The user can also call "lowerBound" on the model instance to get the evidence lower bound (ELBO) of the result, which is higher when the KL divergence between the approximate posterior distribution and the true posterior is smaller.
E. Getting the Results
The user can also provide a callback function that will be called after initialization and each iteration. In the function, the user can write progress reporting code based on the inference result so far. For example, this function may return false whenever the ELBO improvement is smaller than a threshold (see Figure 9 ) indicating the result is good enough and the inference should be terminated.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The main jobs of InferSpark are Bayesian network construction and code generation (Figure 2 ). Bayesian network construction first extracts Bayesian network template from the model definition and transforms it into a Scala class with inference and query APIs at compile time. Then, code generation takes those as inputs and generates a Spark program that can generate the messaging passing graph with VMP on top. Afterwards, the generated program would be executed on Spark.
We use the code generation approach because it enables a more flexible API than a library. For a library, there are fixed number of APIs for user to provide data, while InferSpark can dynamically generate custom-made APIs according to the structure of the Bayesian network. Another reason for using code generation is that compiled programs are always more efficient than interpreted programs.
A. Bayesian Network Construction
In this offline compilation stage, the model definition is first transformed into a Bayesian network. We use the macro annotation, a compile-time meta programming facility of Scala. It is currently supported via the macroparadise plugin. After the parser phase, the class annotated with "@Model" annotation is passed from the compiler to its transform method. InferSpark treats the class passed to it as model definition and transforms it into a Bayesian network. Figure 10 shows the syntax of InferSpark model definition. The expressions in a model definition is divided into 3 categories: deterministic expressions (DExpr), random variable expressions (RVExpr) and plate expressions. The deterministic expressions include literals, class parameters and their arithemetic operations. The random variable expressions define random variables or plates of random variables. The plate expressions define plate of known size or unknown size. The random variables defined by an expression can be binded to an identifier by the value definition. It is also possible for a random variable to be binded to multiple or no identifiers. To uniquely represent the random variables, we assign internal names to them instead of using the identifiers. Internally, InferSpark represents a Bayesian network in a tree form, where the leaf nodes are random variables and the non-leaf nodes are plates. The edges in the tree represent the nesting relation between plates or between a plate and random variables. The conditional dependencies in the Bayesian network are stored in each node. The root of the tree is a predefined plate TOPLEVEL with size 1. Figure 11 is the internal representation of the two-coin model in Figure  6 , where r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , correspond to π, ϕ, z, x, respectively. Plate 1 and Plate 2 correponds to the plates defined on lines 3-5 in Figure 4 .
If a plate is nested within another plate, the inner plate is repeated multiple times, in which case, the size attribute of the plate node will be computed by summing the size of each repeated inner plate. We call the size attribute in the tree flattened size of a plate. For example, in Figure 5 , the flattened size of the innermost plate around x is ∑ i N i . InferSpark recursively descends on the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the model definition to construct the Bayesian network. In the model definition, InferSpark follows the normal lexical scoping rules. InferSpark evaluates the expressions to one of the following three results
• a node in the tree • a pair (r, plate) where r is a random variable node and plate is a plate node among its ancestors, which represents all the random variables in the plate • a determinstic expression that will be evaluated at run time At this point, apart from constructing the Bayesian network representation, InferSpark also generates the code for metadata collection, a module used in stage 2. For each random variable name bindings, a singleton interface object is also created in the resulting class. The interface object provides "observe" and "getResult" API for later use.
B. Code Generation
Code generation happens at run time. It is divided into 4 steps: metadata collection, message annotation, MPG construction code generation and inference execution code generation.
Metadata collection aims to collect the values of the model parameters, check whether random variables are observed or not, the flattened sizes of the plates. These metadata can help to assign VertexID to the vertices on the message passing graph. After the flattened sizes of plates are calculated, we can assign VertexIDs to the vertices that will be constructed in the message passing graph. Each random variable will be instantiated into a number of vertices on the MPG where the number equals to the flattened size of its innermost plate. The vertices of the same random variable are assigned consecutive IDs. For example, x may be assigned ID from 0 to N −1. The intervals of IDs of random variables in the same plate are also consecutive. A possible ID assignment to z is N to 2N − 1. Using this ID assignment, we can easily i) determine which random variable the vertex is from only by determining which interval the ID lies in; ii) find the ID of the corresponding random variable in the same plate by substracting or adding multiples of the flattened plate size (e.g. if
Message annotation aims to annotate the Bayesian Network Template from the previous stage (Section III-A) with messages to be used in VMP algorithm. The annotated messages are stored in the form of AST and will be incorporated into the the generated code, output of this stage. The rules of the messages to annotate are predefined according to the derivation of the VMP algorithm. After the messages are generated, we generate for each type of random variable a class with the routines for calculating the messages and updating the vertex.
The generated code for constructing the message passing graph requires building a VertexRDD and an EdgeEDD. The VertexRDD is an RDD of VertexID and vertex attribute pairs. Vertices of different random variables are from different RDDs (e.g., v1, v2, and v3 in Figure 8 ) and have different initialization methods. For unobserved random variables, the source can be any RDD that has the same number of elements as the vertices instantiated from the random variable. For observed random variables, the source must be the data provided by the user. If the observed random variable is in an unnested plate, the vertex id can be calculated by first combining the indices to the data RDD then adding an offset.
One optimization of constructing the EdgeRDD is to reverse the edges. If the code generation process generates an EdgeRDD in straightforward manner, the aggregateMessages function has to scan all the edges to find edges whose destinations are of v type because GraphX indexes the source but not the destination. Therefore, when constructing the EdgeRDD, we generate code that reverses the edge so as to enjoy the indexing feature of GraphX.
The final part is to generate the inference execution code that implements the iterative update of the VMP algorithm.
We aim to generate code that updates each vertex in the message passing graph at least once in each iteration. As it is safe to update vertices that do not have mutual dependencies, i.e., those who do not send messages to one another, we divide each iteration into substeps. Each substep updates a portion of the message passing graph that does not have mutual dependencies.
A substep in each iteration consists of two GraphX operations: aggregateMessages and outerJoinVertices. Suppose g is the message passing graph, the code of a substep is:
1 val prevg = g 2 val msg = g.aggregateMessages(sendMsg, mergeMsg, TripletFields) 3 g = g.outerJoinVertices(msg)(updateVertex).persist() 4 g.edges.count() 5 prevg.unpersist() The RDD msg does not need to be cached because it is only used once. But the code generated has to cache the graph g because the graph is used twice in both aggregateMessages and outerJoinVertices. However, only caching it is not enough, the code generation has to include a line like 4 above to activate the caching process. Once g is cached, code generation evicts the previous (obsolete) graph prevg from the cache. To avoid the long lineage caused by iteratively updating message passing graph, which will overflow the heap space of the drive, the code generation process also adds a line of code to checkpoint the graph to HDFS every k iterations.
C. Execution
The generated code at run time are sent to the Scala compiler. The resulting byte code are added to the classpath of both the driver and the workers. Then InferSpark initiates the inference iterations via reflection invocation.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we present performance evaluation of InferSpark, based on constructing and carrying out statistic inference on three models: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Sentence-LDA (SLDA) [12] , and Dirichlet Compound Multinomial LDA (DCMLDA) [8] . LDA is a standard model in topic modeling, which takes in a collection of documents and infers the topics of the documents. Sentence-LDA (SLDA) is a model for finding aspects in online reviews, which takes in online reviews, and infers the aspects. Dirichlet Compound Multinomial LDA (DCMLDA) is another topic model that accounts for burstiness in documents. All models can be implemented in InferSpark using less than 9 lines of code (see Figure I ). For comparison, we include MLlib in our study whenever applicable. MLlib includes LDA as standard models. However, MLlib does not include SLDA and DCMLDA. There are other probabilistic programming frameworks apart from Infer.NET (see Section V). All of them are unable to scaleout onto multiple machines yet. Infer.NET so far is the most predominant one with the best performance, so we also include it in our study whenever applicable.
All the experiments are done on nodes running Linux with 2.6GHz quad-core, 32GB memory, and 700GB hard disk. Table I . The wikipedia dataset is the wikidump. Amazon is a dataset of Amazon reviews used in [12] . We run 50 iterations and do checkpointing every 10 iterations for each model on each dataset. Figure 12 shows the time of running LDA, SLDA, and DCMLDA on InferSpark, Infer.NET, and MLlib. Infer.NET cannot finish the inference tasks on all three models within a week. MLlib supports only LDA, and is more efficient than InferSpark in that case. However, we remark that MLlib uses the EM algorithm which only calculates Maximum A Posterior instead of the full posterior and is specific to LDA. In contrast, InferSpark aims to provide a handy programming platform for statistician and domain users to build and test various customized models based on big data. It would not be possible to be done by any current probabilistic frameworks nor with Spark/GraphX directly unless huge programming effort is devoted. MLlib versus InferSpark is similar to C++ programs versus DBMS: highly optimized C++ programs are more efficient, but DBMS achieves good performance with lower development time. From now on, we focus on evaluating the performance of InferSpark. Table II shows the time breakdown of InferSpark. The inference process executed by GraphX, as expected, dominates the running time. The MPG construction step executed by Spark, can finish within two minutes. The Bayesian network construction and code generation can be done in seconds. Figure 13 shows the total running time of LDA, SLDA, and DCMLDA on InferSpark by scaling the data size (in words). InferSpark scales well with the data size. DCMLDA exhibits even super-linear scale-up. This is because as the data size goes up, the probability of selecting larger documents goes up. Consequently, the growth in the total number of random variables is less than proportional, which gives rise to the super-linearity. Figure 14 shows the total running time of LDA on InferSpark in different cluster sizes. For each model, we use fixed size of dataset. DCMLDA and LDA both use the 2% Wikipedia dataset. SLDA uses the 50% amazon dataset. We observe that InferSpark can achieve linear scale-out.
A. Overall Performance

B. Scaling-Up
C. Scaling-Out
V. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, InferSpark is the only framework that can efficiently carry out statistical inference through probabilistic programming on a distributed in-memory computing platform. MLlib, Mahout [1] , and MADLib [11] are machine learning libraries on top of distributed computing platforms and relational engines. All of them provide many standard machine learning models such as LDA and SVM. However, when a domain user, say, a machine learning researcher, is devising and testing her customized models with her big data, those libraries cannot help. MLBase [13] is related project that shares a different vision with us. MLBase is a suite of machine learning algorithms and provides a declarative language for users to specify machine learning tasks. Internally, it borrows the concept of query optimizer in traditional databases and has an optimizer that selects the best set of machine learning algorithms (e.g., SVM, Adaboost) for a specific task. InferSpark, on the other hand, goes for a programming language approach, which extends Scala with the emerging probabilistic programming constructs, and carries out statistical inference at scale. MLI [18] is an API on top of MLBase (and Spark) to ease the development of various distributed machine learning algorithms (e.g., SGD). In the same vein as MLI, SystemML [9] provides R-like language to ease the development of various distributed machine learning algorithms as well. In [21] the authors present techniques to optimize inference algorithms in a probabilistic DBMS.
There are a number of probabilistic programming frameworks other than Infer.NET [15] . For example, Church [10] is a probabilistic programming language based on the functional programming language Scheme. Church programs are interpreted rather than compiled. Random draws from a basic distribution and queries about the execution trace are two additional type of expressions. A Church expression defines a generative model. Queries of a Church expression can be conditioned on any valid church expressions. Nested queries and recursive functions are also supported by Church. Church supports stochastic-memoizer which can be used to express nonparametric models. Despite the expressive power of Church, it cannot scale for large dataset and models. Figaro is a probabilistic programming language implemented as a library in Scala [16] . It is similar to Infer .NET in the way of defining models and performing inferences but put more emphasis to object-orientation. Models are defined by composing instances of Model classes defined in the Figaro library. Infer.NET is a probabilistic programming framework in C# for Bayesian Inference. A rich set of variables are available for model definition. Models are converted to a factor graph on which efficient built-in inference algorithms can be applied. Infer.NET is the best optimized probabilistic programming frameworks so far. Unfortunately, all existing probabilistic programming frameworks including Infer.NET cannot scale out on to a distributed platform.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents InferSpark, a probabilistic programming framework on Spark. Probabilistic programming is an emerging paradigm that allows statistician and domain users to succinctly express a statistical model within a host programming language and transfers the burden of implementing the inference algorithm from the user to the compilers and runtime systems. InferSpark, to our best knowledge, is the first probabilistic programming framework that builts on top of a distributed computing platform. Our empirical evaluation shows that InferSpark can successfully express some known Bayesian models in a very succinct manner and can carry out distributed inference at scale. InferSpark will open-source. The plan is to invite the community to extend InferSpark to support other types of statistical models (e.g., Markov networks) and to support more kinds of inference techniques (e.g., MCMC).
VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our prototype InferSpark system only implements the variational message passing inference algorithm for certain exponential-conjugate family Bayesian networks (namely mixtures of Categorical distributions with Dirichlet priors). In our future work, we plan to include support for other common types of Bayesian networks (e.g. those with continuous random variables or arbitrary priors). The VMP algorithm may be no longer applicable to these Bayesian networks because they may have non-conjugate priors or distributions out of exponential family. In order to handle wider classes of graphical models, we also plan to incorporate other inference algorithms (e.g. Belief propagation, Gibbs Sampling) into our system, which could be quite challenging because we have to 1) deal with arbitrary models 2) adapt the algorithm to distributed computing framework.
Another interesting future direction is to allow implementation of customized inference algorithms as plugins to the InferSpark compiler. To make the development of customized inference algorithms in InferSpark easier than directly writing them in a distributed computing framework, we plan to 1) revise the semantics of the Inferspark model definition language and expose a clean Bayesian network representation 2) provide a set of framework-independent operators for implementing the inference algorithms 3) investigate how to optimize the operators on Spark.
